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		Final Days for Free League's 'Coriolis: The Great Dark' Kickstarter
		April 9th
		Coriolis: The Great Dark has sailed past $500,000 over the course of its crowdfunding campaign. At press time, the second edition of Free League’s first sci-fi RPG had raised more than $625,000 with 50 hours to go, and more than six thousand backers signing up for the game. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Coriolis: The Great Dark RPG – Explore A Lost Horizon

		
	

	
		This is "MiMi" – the world's smallest mirrorless camera | Digital Camera World
		April 9th
		While we previously reported on the world's small mirrorless camera from Yachica-I'm Back, the official specs have now been announced – and they might surprise some of you. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Micro Mirrorless Yashica - I'm Back

		
	

	
		Kickstarter Tabletop Alert: 'Tiny Epic Game of Thrones'
		April 9th
		Tiny Epic Game of Thrones is an area-control game for 1 to 4 players, ages 18 and up, and takes about 60 minutes to play. Well, according to the box, anyway: my play times have usually lasted a bit longer than that though these have usually included teaching it. The 18+ is primarily for the game’s content rather than the gameplay; although there are allusions to the horrors of the book/show, nothing in the game is particularly explicit. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Tiny Epic Game of Thrones™

		
	

	
		LoRaWAN Gateways and Nodes for IoT integration hits Kickstarter
		April 9th
		Unlock the full potential of your Internet of Things (IoT) projects with the innovative LoRaWAN Series, your ultimate solution for seamless IoT integration. Whether you’re looking to enhance smart city infrastructure, transform agricultural practices, or streamline industrial operations, the LoRaWAN Series offers a robust lineup of Gateways and Nodes that will transform the way you connect and manage your IoT devices. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				LoRaWAN Series: Gateways & Nodes for IoT Integration

		
	

	
		INTERVIEW: New threats emerge in 'True Believers' issue #2
		April 9th
		Stephen Graham Jones, Joshua Viola and Ben Matsuya are back with a second horror-filled dose of True Believers, their killer comic book series from Hex Publishers. Fans can support the second issue by heading to Kickstarter, where there’s a ton of extras and rewards available for backing the project. Impressively, as of April 8, the campaign has already amassed more than $16,000, and there’s more than two weeks still left to go. (Read More)		
	

	
		Kuura Smart Ring prepares for Kickstarter launch
		April 8th
		Get ready for a new contender in the smart ring space! On April 16th, the Kuura Ring launches its Kickstarter campaign, promising a sleek alternative to bulky smartwatches. The company, known for its range of existing smartwatches, is aiming to capture the attention of those who want in-depth health insights without sacrificing style. Early backers will be able to lock in a $99 Super Early Bird price, a substantial 50% off the anticipated retail cost. (Read More)		
	

	
		Vosteed-Ankylo knife V-anchor in the storm of change
		April 8th
		The Vosteed-Ankylo knife with its V-anchor design seems to be an innovative folding knife currently in the Kickstarter crowdfunding stage. Here’s a breakdown of the available information and some things to consider before backing the project. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Vosteed-Ankylo knife V-anchor in the storm of change

		
	

	
		Love Can Only Go Up: Visual Novel Meets the Trading Sim
		April 8th
		Are you new to visual novels? They’re a fascinating type of game where you get to make choices that steer the story. “Love Can Only Go Up” introduces players to a unique experience that blends the drama of the finance world with the complexities of romance, all within the format of a visual novel designed for Windows PC. It’s certainly an unusual and intriguing idea, so let’s see what this Kickstarter is all about. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Love Can Only Go Up: A Visual Novel About Stock Market

		
	

	
		Love Can Only Go Up: Visual Novel Meets the Trading Sim
		April 8th
		Are you new to visual novels? They’re a fascinating type of game where you get to make choices that steer the story. “Love Can Only Go Up” introduces players to a unique experience that blends the drama of the finance world with the complexities of romance, all within the format of a visual novel designed for Windows PC. It’s certainly an unusual and intriguing idea, so let’s see what this Kickstarter is all about. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Love Can Only Go Up: A Visual Novel About Stock Market

		
	

	
		Kickstart the Comic – In Our Dreams Awake #2: A Cyberpunk/Fantasy Adventure – Tessera Guild
		April 8th
		For those who may be unfamilar to Kickstarter, it is a platform that allows creators to take their work (in this case a comic book) and effectively get people to Back the project by saying they want to buy the product. We do this through a number of different reward levels… some of which will just be the new issue of In Our Dreams Awake #2, others will include both issues, digital options, as well as a chance to get signed novels or signed comics from Egg Embry and my back catalogue. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				In Our Dreams Awake #2: A Cyberpunk/Fantasy Adventure

		
	

	
		Love Can Only Go Up: Visual Novel Meets the Trading Sim
		April 8th
		Are you new to visual novels? They’re a fascinating type of game where you get to make choices that steer the story. “Love Can Only Go Up” introduces players to a unique experience that blends the drama of the finance world with the complexities of romance, all within the format of a visual novel designed for Windows PC. It’s certainly an unusual and intriguing idea, so let’s see what this Kickstarter is all about. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Love Can Only Go Up: A Visual Novel About Stock Market

		
	

	
		Kamal Haasan's Cinematic Treat: 'Vikram' and 'Kalki 2898 AD' to Kickstart Excitement Before 'Indian 2' Release!
		April 7th
		'Indian 2' is Shankar's directorial venture; the film starring the legend Kamal Haasan is among the most-awaited movie releases this year. Yesterday the official announcement: the much-awaited film will hit screens in June. And here is a double delight for all the fans: reports have come in earlier that two other Kamal Haasan's films will hit the screens much before 'Indian 2'. (Read More)		
	

	
		This ring on Kickstarter lets you talk to an AI assistant by whispering
		April 7th
		The WIZPR, currently on Kickstarter, is a ring that allows you to interact with AI assistants by whispering commands with no wake words like “Hey Google,” and no button presses. The ring automatically goes into a listening mode when it’s brought closer to your mouth. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				WIZPR RING: The breakthrough in voice interaction with AI

		
	

	
		HeatKept: The Future of Dining with Our Wireless Heated Plate
		April 7th
		HeatKept is revolutionizing the dining experience with its groundbreaking product: a wireless heated plate designed to keep food warm, no matter the distractions. Founded by Jack LaBonte in 2023, this innovative startup is currently in the Kickstarter phase, gaining traction and support to bring this much-needed solution to the market. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Wireless Heated Plate by HeatKept

		
	

	
		Lefeet Scooter - Kickstarter campaign
		April 6th
		The LEFEET P1 completely redefines underwater mobility. The modular design increases comfort, simplifies operation and offers greater adaptability for all needs. With the Kickstarter campaign, a renowned manufacturer can now be supported with its new product and, in return, the brand new P1 can be purchased at very attractive special conditions (Kickstarter Special). (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				LEFEET P1: Versatile Underwater Scooter With Modular Design

		
	

	
		‘The Eyeslicer’ Season 1 Is Now Streaming Online
		April 6th
		“The Eyeslicer” is ready to blow your mind again. Dan Schoenbrun and Vanessa McDonnell’s crazy variety series made waves when it premiered last year at the Tribeca Film Festival, making a name for itself as a unique, boundary-pushing amalgamation of 55 short films across 10 episodes. Now, in conjunction with the launch of a Kickstarter campaign for Season 2, the first season has been made available for streaming on the show’s official site for the next month. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				The Eyeslicer Season One

		
	

	
		Introducing AUPU Airwhale 2-in-1: Kickstarter Will Launch on April 18th!
		April 6th
		In the ever-evolving landscape of technology, AUPU takes a giant leap forward with its latest creation – the AUPU Airwhale 2 In 1 Air Purifier And Humidifier. This cutting-edge device is not just another addition to the market; it's an advanced solution that promises to protect our respiratory health. (Read More)		
	

	
		Sanity Kickstarter Spotlight with Swagglehaus: The Comic Source
		April 6th
		Jace is joined by Mickey Finnegan to talk about his current Kickstarter Campaign, Sanity. You might know Mickey from his YouTube channel Swagglehaus Comics, where he chats about vintage comics and collectability. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				SANITY - Rise Of The Occult - Comic Book Issues 1-3

		
	

	
		Mopak Announces New Backpack Line Launch and Kickstarter Campaign in Response to Increasing Travel Demand
		April 6th
		Mopak is gearing up for an exciting August with the launch of a new backpack line, planning a Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign to bring their innovative designs directly to the public. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Mopak Recording Their Second EP

		
	

	
		Kickstarter Alert: 'Wolverine: Eternal Burden' fan film
		April 6th
		Fan films are one of the purest forms of expression from fandoms, where people dedicate their talents, time, and energy to creating a film bestowed to their favorites.   One Wolverine super fan is committed to making a film centered around the ol’ canuckle head by launching a Kickstarter to raise money to create a film that has attracted the attention of Hollywood actors who are interested based on the script alone. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Wolverine : Eternal Burden

		
	

	
		The Return Of Godzilla-Meets-Walking Dead Comic
		April 5th
		Do you remember Tim Daniel and Mehdi Cheggour's giant monster comic, Enormous? First published in 2012 as a one-shot by Image Comics, then a six-issue series from 215 Ink – now Invader Comics – in 2014, and a second volume in 2015, it is now returning in an even more enormous form on Kickstarter, just as Godzilla X Kong are carving out a new empire in the cinemas (there's a review of mine pending which I am sure will be published at some point). (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Tim Daniel's "Enormous, vol. 2 - In a Shallow Grave"

		
	

	
		Nobel 2.0 kneeling chair, Mix 2 Titanium EDC ruler, WIZPR AI RING, and more
		April 5th
		Today, I have five Kickstarter crowdfunding campaigns that I think are worth a look and possibly your money for a pledge/pre-order. If you’re into EDC gear, ergonomic office furniture, and magic power cables, then grab your favorite beverage, your credit card, and keep reading! (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				NOBEL 2.0 - Upgraded Kneeling Chair for Upright Posture

		
	

	
		Blipblox unveils MPC-style sampler and synth for kids, myTRACKS
		April 5th
		Blipbox has announced its latest piece of hardware, myTRACKS, an MPC-style sampler and synth for kids. First launched by Playtime Engineering, myTRACKS is a fully functional synthesizer, aimed at introducing kids as young as three to music. Resembling an MPC, complete with 16 pads — myTRACKS is "A full-featured sound lab for all ages," allowing users to create samples, melodies and beats. (Read More)		
	

	
		MIGO Ascender: The Stair-Climbing Robot Vacuum
		April 5th
		The MIGO Ascender is an impressive stair-climbing robot vacuum designed by MIGO Robotics. Let’s explore its remarkable features (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				MIGO Ascender - The Stair-Climbing Robot Vacuum

		
	

	
		This Kickstarter project could bring Samsung DeX to car displays
		April 5th
		Infotainment screens inside cars are becoming bigger each year, and most people are using Android Auto or Apple CarPlay for most of their navigation and music playback needs. However, those platforms are too simple for some tasks, and if you want to get real work done on your car's huge screen, you should consider an upcoming project that aims to bring full-fledged Samsung DeX UI. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				AutoPro X: Transform your Navigation screen into a Laptop

		
	

	
		$10K in 3 hours: the Etherea App is Taking the World by Storm
		April 5th
		In a remarkable display of public support, Celina Mankarios, the dynamic CEO of Etherea and Miss World International Canada, is riding a wave of success. Her brainchild, the Etherea app, has not only garnered $10,000 in just three hours on Kickstarter but has also secured partnerships with influential figures, signaling a transformative journey towards personal development and global citizenship. (Read More)		
	

	
		Electrotec Audio Stage One Wireless Speaker Debuts
		April 4th
		Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (April 4, 2024)—Eleven Engineering has introduced its new Electrotec Audio Stage One wireless portable speaker through a Kickstarter campaign. The mobile speaker, intended for use by pros and consumers, makes use of SKAA wireless technology for obtaining music from a source. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Stage One: High-Powered Mobile Bluetooth Speaker

		
	

	
		Indie retro throwback '8-Bit Brigade' Kickstarter launched
		April 4th
		Nami Tentou has officially launched a Kickstarter campaign for 8-Bit Brigade, a collection of 8-bit style indie games for the Nintendo Switch. The collection would include 10 total games designed as throwbacks to the NES era. The campaign’s goal is for $60,000, and includes the possibility for multiple stretch goals. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				8-Bit Brigade: An 8-Bit Collection for Nintendo Switch

		
	

	
		Light Up Your Body with These Wearable LED Tattoos!
		April 4th
		Glowing, electronic tattoos have long been a staple of science fiction, but we’ve lacked the technology to safely make them a reality. Sure, there are UV tattoos that glow under blacklights, but those require an external light source. However, such tattoos (in temporary, stick-on form) are now possible thanks to advancements in PCB and battery technology. Kathrine Connell recently wowed us with her Sprite Lights concept and now she’s teamed up with Art by Physicist to bring her wearable LED tattoos to Kickstarter. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Sprite Lights LED Body Art (light-up tattoo)

		
	

	
		'Free Stars: Children Of Infinity' Returns To The Golden Age of Sci-Fi, Kickstarter Campaign Soon
		April 4th
		Free Stars: Children of Infinity is a direct sequel to The Ur-Quan Masters — the sci-fi cult classic that’s been titled “one of the greatest games of all time” and inspired countless other creators in the video game industry, including the visionaries behind celebrated space games such as Mass Effect, No Man’s Sky, and Stellaris. (Read More)		
	

	
		Dynamite Gets License For Terminator Comics Back For 40th Anniversary
		April 4th
		Dynamite Entertainment has a new licensing partnership to bring The Terminator to comics for the franchise's 40th anniversary with Studiocanal S.A.S. for both new stories and reprints. And there is plenty to reprint. (Read More)		
	

	
		Tales of Argosa Last Days!
		April 4th
		It’s so energizing to see a project like this confirmed by my peers and I’m SUPER PUMPED to get the new art rolling in, finalise the extra pages, and get this bad boy to the printers!! (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Tales of Argosa

		
	

	
		Nigh Infinite Nightmares: What Horrors Lie In Wait Challenges You To Survive Its World Or Create Your Own
		April 4th
		In a strange world that exists within our own, do you believe you can survive? Do you fight to uphold the balance between the two? Or are you the reason people should always be looking over their shoulder... (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				What Horrors Lie In Wait: Rules-Lite Modern Horror TTRPG

		
	

	
		Elder Mythos, a New TTRPG from Mana Project StudioNews
		April 3rd
		Today, Mana Project Studio — acclaimed TTRPG publisher and designer of Cowboy Bebop Roleplaying Game and Nightfell — announced the Kickstarter campaign for Elder Mythos, its latest in stunning, art-driven RPG books. Elder Mythos is a Lovecraftian Horror tabletop roleplaying game where players take on the roles of the Elder Gods themselves. The project surpassed its initial funding goal in just 18 minutes, raising over $13,000 from over 150 backers. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Elder Mythos Roleplaying Game

		
	

	
		UGREEN NASync DXP480T All-Flash NAS Review
		April 3rd
		UGREEN is likely a vendor you would associate with charging products for your smartphone or even hubs and docks for our PCs. However, their network storage solution, NASync, has recently come to market with several options. This new lineup is a breakout product for UGREEN, and as such, they have decided Kickstarter is the best platform to gather interest and launch these appliances. With that said, UGREEN has prepared several models for its initial launch, and we elected to have the all-flash DXP480T sent over for review. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				UGREEN NASync Series: Your Private Cloud Storage Solution.

		
	

	
		3D Printing News Briefs, April 3, 2024: Kickstarter FDM 3D Printer, Artificial Eyes, & More
		April 3rd
		In 3D Printing News Briefs today, we’re talking about an FDM 3D printer on Kickstarter, advancements in artificial eye creation, and 3D printed solenoids for electromagnets. Then we’ll move on to 3D printed guns in Canada, and finally a research award for ceramics 3D printing. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Phrozen Arco 3D Printer - Larger, Faster, More Colors
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Clavar - The Darkest Gate Games > Video Games
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Hong Kong Machines Playing Card with Blind Toy Box Games > Playing Cards
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Basic Electricity for Absolute Beginners Technology > DIY Electronics
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Horror on the Orient Express: The Board Game Games > Tabletop Games
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STL Miniatures: the witch of the spring equinox Games > Tabletop Games
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Rio Router: Digital Security Fortress for All Your Devices Technology > Hardware
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Tron 360° AI Vision Robotic Mower with Auto-Mulching Technology > Robots
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KOWWER P1: Ultimate Portable Gas Generator - REEV Technology Technology > Hardware
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Introducing Blipblox myTRACKS Technology > Sound
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